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in a hundred attained to. The greater part of the weavers came between
these two extremes. To quote the Hand-loom Commissioners of 1840,
there was
... the greatest possible diversity from a highly respectable class of workmen,
down to a sort of men who are a disgrace to the trade and would never be
employed if it were not that occasionally there is an extraordinary demand
and the manufacturers are then eager to avail themselves of every man who
will throw a shuttle.
Before the Jacquard loom came to Spitalfields, Bresson says, * there
were weavers among us able to earn (under peculiar circumstances) a
guinea a day*. But on the whole there is much evidence that allowing
for expenses and slack times few weavers could earn more than an
average of 15$. a week and some very much less. This was the state of
things in 1838 as it was in 1761. In 1823 (when times were good)
average earnings were said to be 153. or 205. a week. Weaving prices
rose in 1795, in 1800 and again in 1805 under the Spitalfields Act, and
they did not fall till after 1825, though it was said that earnings were
reduced. By 1832 prices, that is piece rates, in some branches were the
same as they had been in the book of 1769, in some they were lower.115
But the rise in weaving prices under the Act was not comparable with
that in other trades during the same period.22
It seems probable that the societies enumerated by the Spital Square
solicitor had been chiefly supported by small masters or those journey-
men who took jobs of work and employed other journeymen and had
thus almost the status of masters. The sports of the journeymen weavers
were traditionally boisterous, to put it rather mildly. The weavers*
breed of splasher spaniels described by Mr Church is more consistent
with what we know of Spitalfields. They were doubtless used for duck-
hunting, a favourite sport of London journeymen in the ducking-ponds
kept at tea-gardens and public-houses in the suburbs. Bullock-hunting
(or bull-hanking) flourished in Bethnal Green. The rector thus des-
cribes his parish in 1816:
It consists of a population of about 40,000, generally the lowest description
of people, the overflowing population of Spitalfields have settled in that
parish.... Every Sunday morning, during the time of divine service, several
hundred persons assemble in a field adjoining the churchyard, where they

